Introduction {#S0001}
============

It is estimated that in North America, up to 15% of the general adult population have obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and approximately 80% of individuals with moderate to severe OSA have not been clinically diagnosed.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] OSA can be associated with daytime somnolence, cognitive symptoms, hypertension, heart disease and stroke.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] Currently, to diagnose and categorize OSA according to its severity, the most common-utilized index is the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI). Yet, this index does not account for electroencephalography (EEG) arousals, which do disrupt sleep and contribute to sleep fragmentation.[@CIT0005] The Respiratory Disturbance Index (RDI) is another index that unlike AHI, also accounts for respiratory-effort related arousals (RERAs), which are arousals from sleep that do not technically meet the definitions of apneas or hypopneas.[@CIT0006] Nowadays, the gold standard technique for diagnosing OSA is in-laboratory polysomnography (PSG). However, due to the lack of broad accessibility and high cost of PSG, the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) recommends the use of unattended portable monitoring (PM) as an acceptable alternative for diagnosing OSA in the appropriate clinical settings.[@CIT0007]

The use of PM implies the absence of EEG and electromyography (EMG) channels, thus being unable to identify EEG arousals. Therefore, PM focuses on analyzing desaturating respiratory events and consequently, an inaccurate magnitude of AHI may be obtained. Another potentially critical issue is that PM analyzes the number of events using the total recording time (TRT) as a denominator rather than the total sleep time (TST), which is the parameter employed while analyzing PSG data. Then, there is also possible that the severity of OSA can be miscalculated and that mild sleep apnea cases are omitted or under-identified. Such limitations may explain why PM is not routinely recommended in clinical practice when the probability of sleep breathing disorders is clinically low or questionable.

Past studies have shown that changes in autonomic variables during sleep can aid in the diagnosis of sleep breathing disorders.[@CIT0008] These markers, which are easily recognized and collected in PSG and PM, reflect the sympathetic tone variation and can contribute to identifying respiratory events with or without EEG arousal. Of these autonomic variables, pulse transit time (PTT) and heart rate acceleration (HRa) have shown promising results. PTT represents the vascular tone and measures indirectly the beat to beat pressure change,[@CIT0009] assessing the time from the R-wave on electrocardiogram (EKG) to the corresponding pulse shock wave at the finger. Thus, a respiratory event with arousal causes an augmentation in vascular tone, making the pulse wave travel faster and consequently reducing the pulse transit time. HRa is another variable that can be observed with an arousal or after an obstructive breathing event without arousal, and it has been shown that the increase in HR is strongly correlated with arousal duration.[@CIT0010],[@CIT0011] Some studies have already explored and compared HRa and/or PTT as possible surrogates for EEG arousal in healthy patients and also in sleep breathing disorders.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] One of those studies estimated that the values agreeing best with an EEG arousal were 10 bpm for HRa and a drop of 15 ms for PTT,[@CIT0012] with PTT presenting a slightly better correlation to EEG arousals than HRa. These findings support the use of autonomic arousals as possible surrogates to EEG recordings (absent in PM) thus potentially improving OSA's diagnosis with PM and providing more insight about sleep disorders in PSG data. In fact, a very recent study investigated the use of HRa to improve the accuracy of PM using ≥6bpm as a cut-off, obtaining improved agreement between PSG and PM with the use of this autonomic marker.[@CIT0014] Although promising, these markers are still not standardized for clinical settings and an optimization of their methodology is necessary to generalize their clinical use.

Therefore, the overall goals of this methodological optimization study were to evaluate the potential use of HRa and PTT as possible surrogates to EEG arousal for non-desaturating hypopneas and RERAs, as well as to evaluate the use of different cut-off points to optimize their application, using both the TST (variable used with full laboratory PSG) and TRT (variable used with PM). More precisely, the study objectives were to i) investigate which HRa and PTT threshold best identifies respiratory events associated to an EEG arousal; ii) and to assess the correlation between RDIe (RDI calculated using EEG arousals) and the possible surrogate indexes RDI-HRa (RDI calculated using HRa) and RDI-PTT (RDI-HRa).

Methodology {#S0002}
===========

Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------

Twenty-four individuals over 18 years of age referred for suspected OSA were investigated consecutively in a sleep laboratory in a tertiary hospital sleep center from June 2012 to October 2012. The CHUM ethics committee approved this study. All participants provided written informed consent, which was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedures {#S0002-S2002}
----------

For in-laboratory polysomnography procedures, standard sleep variables were monitored: Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings of C4/A1, C3/A2, O1/A2, FZ/A1; electrooculogram (EOG) for eye movements (R-EOG/A1, L-EOG/A1), electromyogram (EMG) for chin and right and left anterior tibialis, and electrocardiogram (EKG) for heart rate (bipolar). A body position sensor (Braebon Medical Corp, Canada) attached to a thoracic belt was used to monitor body position. Oxygen saturation was measured by pulse oximetry (OxiMax, Nellcor Puritan Bennett \[Melville\] Ltd, Canada). Tidal airflow was monitored with thermistor and a nasal/oronasal pressure cannula (low flow 0.03 Hz, and high flow 100 Hz, Braebon Medical Corp, Canada). Respiratory efforts were measured by respiratory-induced plethysmography belts placed around the thorax and abdomen. Participants were also monitored with a video camera and a microphone placed at the suprasternal notch to record snoring.

Analysis {#S0002-S2003}
--------

PSGs were performed by trained sleep technicians with G3 Sleepware software (Philips, Respironics). The technicians were blinded to experimental conditions and scored sleep stages and respiratory events separately. The sleep stages were scored according to the AASM 2007 recommendations.[@CIT0015] EEG arousals during sleep stages N1, N2, N3 or REM were scored if there was an abrupt shift of EEG frequency including alpha, theta and/or frequencies greater than 16 Hz for at least 3 s, with at least 10 s of stable sleep preceding the change. To score arousals in REM sleep, a concurrent increase in submental EMG for at least 1 s was considered. EEG arousals included those following movement, breathing events or those that occur spontaneously. Other sleep variables included total sleep time, sleep latency (number of minutes from lights out until the first epoch scored as sleep), sleep efficiency (total sleep time as a percentage of time in bed), number of awakenings during sleep, and time spent in each sleep stage (non-rapid eye movement N1, N2, N3 and REM sleep). Respiratory events were scored manually according to the updated AASM 2012 recommendations.[@CIT0016] Events were scored as RERAs if there was a sequence of breaths lasting at least 10 s characterized by flattening of the inspiratory portion of the nasal pressure waveform leading to arousal from sleep, when the event did not meet criteria for an apnea or hypopnea. Events were scored as hypopneas based on a decrease of at least 30% of flow and they were subdivided according to the following individual criteria: desaturation ≥3% and/or the presence of EEG arousals and/or the presence of autonomic arousals.

AHI~TST~, AHI~TRT~ (with desaturating events only) and RDIe (mixed apnea + central apnea + obstructive apnea + hypopnea-desaturated + hypopnea non-desaturated with EEG arousal + RERA with EEG arousal multiplied by 60 and divided by total sleep time) were calculated. HRa was scored as an increase of 5, 8, 10, 12, 15 and heart beats per minute (bpm) on EKG less than 20-s post-respiratory event. Then, RDI-HRa indexes were obtained for each of those cut-off points. PTT was defined as the time value between the highest peak of the R wave of the EKG and the 25% of the amplitude of the pulse wave, with an average value of 250 ms (± 2 ms),[@CIT0017] and it was measured by G3 Sleepware software (Philips Respironics). PTT was scored as a decrease of 5, 10, 15 and 20 msec. Then, RDI-PTT indexes were obtained for each of those cut-off points. These indexes were calculated using both TST and TRT. Therefore, RDI arousal with TST = mixed apnea + central apnea + obstructive apnea + hypopnea desaturated + hypopnea non-desaturated with EEG arousal + RERA with autonomic arousal multiplied by 60 and divided by total sleep time, while RDI arousal with TRT = mixed apnea + central apnea + obstructive apnea + hypopnea desaturated + hypopnea non-desaturated with EEG arousal + RERA with autonomic arousal multiplied by 60 and divided by total recoding time.

Statistical Analyses {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------

A receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) was employed to identify the HRa increase and PTT decrease that captured more non-desaturating hypopneas and RERAs associated with EEG arousals. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for the different cut-off points using RDIe as a reference.

Bland--Altman (B-A) plots were used to assess the agreement between RDIe and the different cut-off points for both RDI-HRa and RDI-PTT. The limits of agreement were defined as the interval of the mean difference ± 1.96 x standard deviation (SD). Intraclass coefficients of correlation (ICC) to assess agreement between indexes, and Pearson R^2^ values were also produced to serve as comparisons. These analyses were done with SPSS statistical software version 23.

Results {#S0003}
=======

The studied population constituted of 10 females and 14 males with a mean age of 48.4±15.6 (SD). None had diabetes or coronary artery disease, 20% had hypertension and 8.3% were using beta-blockers. Participants were mildly symptomatic with a mean Epworth Sleepiness Scale (EES) of 8.3 ± 6.1 (SD) ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the Studied SampleN=24Age (mean ±SD)48.4±15.6Females (n, percentage)10 (42%)AHI with TST (mean ±SD)11.6 ± 7.0AHI with TRT (mean ±SD)5.8 ± 4.9AHI severity mild with TST (n, percentage)14 (58%)AHI severity moderate with TST (n, percentage)10 (42%)RDI (mean ±SD)13.8 ± 7.9ESS (mean ±SD)8.3 ± 6.1BMI (mean ±SD)30.0 ± 7.6Participants under antihypertensive drugs (n, percentage)6 (25%)Participants with previous or current cardiovascular diseases (n, percentage)6 (25%)[^1]

A total of 2671 respiratory events were scored, of which 1762 events consisted of hypopnea and 561 RERAs. Of these respiratory events, 1341 hypopneas were non-desaturating, 714 presented with EEG arousal and 512 presented with an autonomous response. Therefore, autonomic arousals exclusive to respiratory events were observed in only 36% of non-desaturating hypopneas and 29% of RERAs ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Description of the Scored Hypopneas and Respiratory Effort Related Arousals in Respect to Electroencephalogram Arousals from Twenty-Four Consecutive in-Laboratory Polysomnography ParticipantsTypeNon-Desaturating Respiratory EventsDesaturating Respiratory Events (\>3%)TotalNo EEG arousalCentral Apneas242953Hypopneas with aa47860538Hypopneas149161310Mixed Apneas516Obstructive Apneas384179RERAs27128RERAs with aa1611162**Total8822941176**EEG arousalCentral Apneas174259Hypopneas with aa34539Hypopneas680195875Mixed Apneas13821Obstructive Apneas5575130RERAs31012322RERAs with aa48149**Total11573381495**BothCentral Apneas4171112Hypopneas with aa51265577Hypopnea8293561185Mixed Apnea18927Obstructive Apnea93116209RERA33713350RERA with aa2092211**Total20396322671**[^2]

The mean respiratory indexes were AHI~TST~ 11.6 ± 7.0 (SD), AHI~TRT~ 5.8 ± 4.9 and RDIe 13.8 ± 7.9. The ICC correlation between AHI~TST~ and AHI~TRT~ was low at 0.47. All the desaturating hypopneas were excluded from our analysis on surrogate arousals ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). Non-desaturating hypopneas and RERAs were subdivided into two categories: associated with EEG arousals, and associated with autonomic arousals, either by HRa or PTT, at different cut-offs previously described ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}). A heart rate acceleration of 10 bpm yielded to a mean (95% confidence interval) sensitivity of 74.3% (71.5--76.9) and a specificity of 41.3% (38.1--44.9), while less bpm yielded to higher sensitivity but lower specificity. A PTT decrease of −15 msec yielded to more balanced values, with higher sensitivity but lower specificity than −20 msec ([Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}) ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Total Number of Non-Desaturating Hypopneas and RERAs Associated with EEG Arousals and Autonomic Arousals for the Twenty-Four Consecutive in-Laboratory Polysomnography ParticipantsEEG ArousalsHRa 5 bpmHRa 8 bpmHRa 10 bpmHRa 12 bpmHRa 15 bpmPTT −15 msHypopneas71413111091**864**664444**702**RERAs358537471**409**343232**229**Total107218481562**1273**1007676**931**[^3][^4] Table 4Different Respiratory Disturbance Indexes Calculated with Autonomic Arousals with Total Sleep Time (TST) and Total Recorded Time (TRT) for the Twenty-Four Consecutive in-Laboratory Polysomnography ParticipantsRDI eRDI-HRa 5RDI-HRa 8RDI-HRa 10RDI-HRa\
12RDI-HRa\
15RDI-PTT\
-15TSTMean13.8319.7617.59**15.36**13.3310.89**13.28**SD7.9810.619.21**7.83**6.595.68**7.56**Median14.6520.9517.85**15.46**14.1311.18**13.33**Min2.334.474.47**3.83**3.673.35**1.89**Max30.1541.3235.48**29.43**26.4122.55**28.56**TRTMean13.83**14.68**13.0711.449.958.109.97SD7.98**7.70**6.665.784.834.085.76Median14.65**13.71**12.6411.239.968.5610.41Min2.33**4.06**4.063.483.332.981.67Max30.15**30.97**28.7426.7523.4119.6922.05[^5][^6] Table 5Means and 95% Confidence Intervals Sensitivity and Specificity Values for the Different Heart Rate Acceleration (HRa) and Pulse Transit Time (PTT) Cut-Offs Calculated with Total Sleep TimeCut-offSensitivitySpecificityHRa597.5 (96.4--98.3)1.5 (0.8--2.6)886.4 (84.2--88.4)22.0 (19.2--25.0)**1074.3 (71.5--76.9)41.5 (38.1--44.9)**1261.5 (58.5--64.4)57.3 (53.8--60.7)1544.9 (41.9--47.9)76.1 (73.0--79.0)PTT−2047.6 (44.6--50.6)74.5 (71.3--77.4)**−1561.9 (59.0--64.9)57.7 (54.2--61.1)**−1078.5 (76.0--81.0)38.3 (34.9--41.7)−589.9 (88.0--91.7)16.8 (14.3--19.6)[^7] Figure 1Sensitivity and specificity calculated for the different heart rate acceleration (HRa) and pulse transit time (PTT) cut-offs calculated with total sleep time.

When using TST, it was found that RDI-HRa calculated with 10 bpm as a cut-off point correlated the best with RDIe with an ICC of 0.89. A similar ICC, 0.90, was present with RDI-PTT of --15msec ([Table 6](#T0006){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the Bland--Altman plot analysis showed a mean difference of only 1.53 between RDI-HRa10-TST and RDIe ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).Table 6Bland--Altman Analyses Comparing Different Cut-Offs for Autonomic Arousals to RDIeRDI-HRa\
5RDI-HRa\
8RDI-HRa\
10RDI-HRa\
12RDI-HRa\
15RDI-PTT\
-15TSTMean diff5.933.76**1.53**−0.49−2.94**−0.55**Mean diff −2SD−2.15−3.02**−5.42**−8.17−11.89**−7.45**Mean diff+ 2SD14.0110.55**8.47**7.186.01**6.35**ICC0.760.84**0.89**0.860.72**0.90**Pearson R^2^0.880.86**0.81**0.760.69**0.81**TRTMean diff**0.86**−0.76−2.38−3.88−5.72−4.26Mean diff −2SD**−6.18**−8.11−11.08−13.56−16.32−1.77Mean diff+ 2SD**7.89**6.596.315.814.873.25ICC**0.89**0.870.760.620.460.73Pearson R^2^**0.80**0.780.700.660.620.88[^8] Figure 2Bland--Altman plot demonstrating the mean difference between RDI-HRa10 vs RDIe in total sleep time (top) and RDI-HRa5 vs RDIe in total recorded time (bottom).

When using TRT, a HRa rise of 5 bpm in TRT correlated the best with RDIe with an ICC of 0.89 ([Table 6](#T0006){ref-type="table"}). The mean difference showed by Bland--Altman plots was only 0.89 between RDI-HRa5-TRT and RDIe ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Levels of agreement and correlation for RDI-PTT were poor.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The results of this study suggest that in a mild to moderate OSA population, HRa increase and PTT decrease can be potentially considered non-invasive surrogates for EEG arousals associated with non-desaturating hypopnea and RERAs scored in PSG. From our analyses, it appears that using the thresholds of 10 bpm for HRa and −15 msec for PTT yielded to better agreement with RDIe for in-laboratory PSG using TST as a denominator. When using TRT as a proxy to PM, an HRa threshold of 5 bpm agrees better with the RDI found on PSG with AASM standards, with an ICC of 0.89. Finally, a poor AHI correlation between TST and TRT was observed, confirming the role of the denominator (TRT) for the underestimation of AHI in PM.

For the diagnosis of OSA, unattended PM are progressively becoming more popular in everyday practice because of their accessibility and low cost compared to in-laboratory polysomnography for the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea. For example, scoring an in-laboratory PSG for EEG arousals can take a minimum of 2 hrs per patient. It is tedious, subjective and requires trained technicians.[@CIT0018] For that reason, PM is currently indicated for patients with high probability of having moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnea.[@CIT0007] However, one of its main limitations is the inability to identify events scored by EEG arousal, which leads to the underestimation of the sleep breathing disorder severity. Furthermore, the use of AHI, which is used to categorize the severity of OSA in PM, does not take into account RERAs.[@CIT0019] As it was observed in the present study, in patients with suspected mild to moderate OSA, the AHI based on desaturation criteria only calculated with TRT was 48% inferior in comparison to the AHI identified on TST based on AASM 2012 criteria (it is important to consider that we are using TRT as a proxy or an estimation of their application in PM devices, thus existing the potential of discordance with the actual test), in accordance with other results in the literature.[@CIT0014] Therefore, autonomic arousals, especially the ones that are characterized by HRa, are worth to explore due to their simple obtention and their accessibility in PM. Although PTT appears to be an interesting marker as well, adaptation of current PM is needed due to the necessity of a specific software and the 3 EKG derivation required to measure the time decrease.

In the study performed by Lachapelle et al, a cut-off point of ≥6 bpm for HRa yielded to a better diagnostic accuracy of PM when compared to PSG in patients with mild to moderate OSA.[@CIT0014] From our analyses, it seems that for in-laboratory PSG (using TST as denominator) the cut-off point 10 bpm for HRa and −15 msec for PTT presented better agreement with the reference RDIe, while using TRT as a proxy for PM, 5 bpm for HRa agreed better with RDIe, in agreement with the previously mentioned study.[@CIT0014] Although further validation of these cut-off points are warranted with larger samples, these results suppose initial evidence in favor of the utilization of these thresholds in research and eventually in clinical settings. Another interesting finding in this study is that 36% of non-desaturating hypopneas and 29% of RERAs identified were associated with an autonomic arousal but not an EEG arousal ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Thus, by the present standard, these respiratory events that are accompanied by physiological consequences would be ignored by the scoring of in-laboratory PSG. The clinical implication of these "orphan" respiratory events is yet to be determined. It is suggested that repetitive post-event tachycardia may contribute to the cardiovascular morbidity in obstructive sleep apnea.[@CIT0010] This reasoning leads toward the need of further investigations assessing the relevance of respiratory events associated with EEG arousals in contrast to those associated with autonomic arousals, and to evaluate which one has more the strongest clinical importance in relation to the cardiovascular risk on morbidity and mortality.

In addition to HRa and PTT, other autonomic arousal markers have been explored. An example is the use of pulse wave amplitude (PWA) drop, which was also tested as a surrogate to score EEG arousal events on PM.[@CIT0020] In one study, 312 subjects with all the different degrees of OSA severity were analyzed, and it was concluded that the addition of PWA drops to the definition of hypopnea as a surrogate for EEG arousal could provide a more comprehensive diagnosis of OSA. Similarly, another study considered hyperventilation following flow reduction as another potential surrogate for EEG arousals.[@CIT0021] Nevertheless, the authors of this study concluded that in severe OSA, the use of this marker as a surrogate did not present an additional value to OSA diagnosis with PSG nor PM. Our study showed the potential benefit of using HRa and PTT autonomic arousals in mild to moderate OSA, but future research could benefit from exploring the impact of different autonomic arousals in OSA classification and severity.

This study has obvious limitations. We recognize that the modest sample size of our study may have underpowered and limited our results. For instance, sub-analysis based on age, sex, medication intake, and comorbidities were not planned due to the small sample size. Moreover, the use of autonomic markers has also some limitations, as it can be influenced by the cardiovascular system disorders. In fact, beta-blockers were being taken by 8% of our population, which could have influenced our results.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

The results of this methodological optimization study highlight the possible use of autonomic arousals as surrogates for EEG arousals. Such variables may be potentially used for complementing current PSG scoring and/or capturing mild OSA or borderline symptomatic cases in patients evaluated with PM. Larger sample size studies are necessary to confirm the clinical applicability and relevance of these findings.
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AASM, American Association Sleep Medicine; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; EEG, electroencephalography; EKG, electrocardiogram; EOG, electrooculogram; EES, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; HRa, heart rate acceleration; ICC, iIntraclass coefficient of correlation; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; RDIe, respiratory disturbance index with EEG arousal; RDI-HRa, respiratory disturbance index with autonomic arousal by heart rate acceleration; RDI-PTT, respiratory disturbance index with autonomic arousal by pulse transit time; RERA, respiratory effort-related arousal; ROC, receiver operating curves; PM, portable monitors; PTT, pulse transit time; PSG, Polysomnography; PWA, pulse wave amplitude; SD, standard deviation; TRT, total recording time; TST, total sleep time.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; TST, total sleep time; TRT, total recording time; RDI, respiratory disturbance index; ESS, Epworth sleepiness scale; BMI, body mass index.

[^2]: **Note:** In this table, autonomic arousal was defined as heart beat acceleration (HRa) of 5 or more after respiratory events, and sleep was scored by the American Association of Sleep Medicine criteria (AASM 2012).

    **Abbreviations:** EEG, electroencephalography; RERA, respiratory effort-related arousal; aa, autonomic arousal.

[^3]: **Note:** Bold values correspond to the cut-offs that agreed the best with the reference.

[^4]: **Abbreviations:** EEG: electroencephalography; RERA: respiratory effort-related arousal; HR: heart rate acceleration; PTT: pulse transit time.

[^5]: **Note:** Bold values correspond to the cut-offs values that agreed the best with the reference.

[^6]: **Abbreviations:** RDI-HRa (x), respiratory disturbance index using a heart rate acceleration of x beats per minute; RDI-PTT (x), respiratory disturbance index using a pulse transit time reduction of x msec; RDIe, respiratory disturbance index.

[^7]: **Note:** Bold values correspond to the cut-offs values that agreed the best with the reference.

[^8]: **Note:** Bold values correspond to the cut-offs values that agreed the best with the reference.

    **Abbreviations:** RDI-HRa (x), respiratory disturbance index using a heart rate acceleration of x beats per minute; RDI-PTT (x), respiratory disturbance index using a pulse transit time reduction of x msec; RDIe, respiratory disturbance index; ICC, intraclass coefficient of correlation.
